Evidence for limited molecular genetic heterogeneity as defined by allelotyping and clonal analysis in nine metastatic breast carcinomas.
To investigate genetic intratumor heterogeneity, 42 samples of nine primary breast carcinomas and 29 related lymph node metastases were examined for DNA ploidy status, allelotype, and X chromosome inactivation pattern. Two primary breast carcinomas showed DNA index heterogeneity and five contained a single DNA aneuploid tumor stemline, whereas the two remaining primary tumors were solely DNA diploid. Most primary DNA tumor stemlines recurred in lymph node metastases (9 of 11). The allelotype, constructed with 31 different probes mapping to 23 different chromosome arms showed allelic imbalances on nearly all chromosome arms investigated. All tumors contained multiple allelic imbalances (range, 3-12). An allelic imbalance present in a primary tumor was consistently present in all DNA samples of that primary tumor and also in all DNA samples of related lymph node metastases, irrespective of DNA index heterogeneity. X chromosome inactivation pattern analysis with probe M27 beta (DXS255) confirmed the presence of clonal tumor cell populations in these tumors at the time of diagnosis. Densitometry of autoradiograms, which by eye showed retention of heterozygosity, revealed a narrow clustering of allelic imbalance factors between 1.0 and 1.4. In contrast, autoradiograms visually showing an allelic imbalance exhibited a marked interprobe, intertumor and intratumor variation in allelic imbalance factors. No relation between densitometry results and DNA ploidy status was found. Thus, at the time of diagnosis, an advanced primary breast carcinoma consists of a clonal tumor cell population with an established complement of allelic imbalances in all parts of the primary tumor and in the related lymph node metastases. Secondary to the establishment of allelic imbalances, intratumor heterogeneity for the copy number of involved alleles may develop, which in turn probably precedes metastasis.